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Senate rubber-stamps
Presidential appointees
tional process is to educate yourself for
others."
Simpsonisactiveaschairof theactiviStudent Senate ranks were shaken up ties councils of both the Black Student
Monday when SGA President Patrick Association and Brockman Hall Cow1cil.
Potter announced the verbal resignation She said t.hat several concerns of freshof Scott Noelcke and Senate ratified two · men n~ver make:it ?efore student govenunent, and that she wants to voice
appointed senators.
Freshman Takisha Simpson and those grievances.: "I want to make consophomoreScottJackson wereapproved tributions to XaVier," she said .
.PJthough Potter said, "It's harder to
by a unanimous vote among senators
' present at the meeting. They will fill the get apfX>inted than to be elected," S.ena te
::.:;c_:==-=-- ·-----------~ l seats left vacant by Noelcke's resignation did not press the president's appointees
photo by Michelle Schmcnk and the resignation of Stephanie Huber
with many questions.
The lack of cross-examination, howlast month.
Described as a "go-getter" by Potter, ever, did not bather many senators. Iri
Jackson is a transfer student from the fact, as Benson Wright, legislative vice·' +~..,c-++:++,..:,,+':'~~~:':"-'-'+:c:+':-:'F++~"*:-i:+'*-~+-'~~;-;.;.;.~""++':-:+·•''''' 1 University of Kentucky and is actively president said, 'Normally not too many
involved in Xavier ROTC and Pershing people have objections to the appointments or the process."
Rifles.
Also a member of the St. Vincent
Suzette Dinwiddie was also unoffiDePaul Society, Jackson said before the cially mentioned as the replacement for
Senate Monday that he is, "very commit- the anticipated resignation of Senator
ted to public service."
Stephen Zralek in mid-January when he
He also said, ''Part of the Jesuit educa- leaves to study in England.
By Bryan Powell

The Xavier Newswire
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Spreading holiday cheer

Xtruiel· students and their

friends get in the Christmas
spirit through many Xavier
sponsored euents.

Above: Xavier students
bringChristmascheerwhile
making ornaments with
their College Friends.

Left: Students enjoy
Christmas lights, hot
'" ·1· chocolate, and throwing
pies at residence assistants
like Mary Kate Nocella at
Christmas on the Square in
the Xavier Village apartment complex.
photo by Holly Brooks

Chia-pet.
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Major General Wallace Arrwld visited Xaivier's Reseroe Officers
Training Corps on Tuesday. Maj. Gen. Arnold is the regional commander and came to inspect the battalion, attend a briefing and give the
battaltion a motivational speech. He also visited the Cindnnati school
baord for recruitment.
·
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Par~'!1ount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding

auditions for our 1993 season at Paramount' s Kings Island in
~incinnati, Ohio. A variety of positions are available including
singers, dancers, comic actors, instrumentalists, technicians and
'
specialty acts of all types! Come join the fun!

COl..lJMBlJSP OH
Friday, February 5, 1993
Ohio State University, Hughes 013
6-8 p.m. Singers, Actors, Instrumentalists,
Specialty Acts, Technicians

Kaplan
gives you 4 reasons to start
training now tor the April

have to wait ror our

MCAT.

lirsl class to get a head start
on the MC1\T. Our learning
exl1·as

help

raise your score

as soon as you enroll: 0 l\aplan's MCAT Diagnostic

Test prnlilcsyour s«oring strengths and weaknesses, so you

CINCINNATIP OH
Saturday and Sunday, February 6
and 7, 1993
Paramount' s Kings Island,
American Heritage Music Hall
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Singers, Actors,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
1-2 p.m. Dancers
1:30-3 p.m ..Instrumentalists

c;1n set your training goals. @ Kaplan's Home Study

Notes mean you can r:ike it with you. Indexed, illustr<itcd
and re;1rler-rricndly -· 1.,00 pages of' science review.~
IC1plan's Big Picture Videos makes science hri1sh·ups
easy and engaging.

Lab gives
For odditionol dot~s ond inlormotion coll:
Poromount' s Kings' Island 1-513-398-5600
Paramount Parks 1-800-544-5464

,Villi

0

Kaplan's Audio/ Video Learning

access

In

the world's largest collcl'lion or

1\\C1\T prac1ice materials. 1\ll this herore you even begin our
class sessio1~s! Ready to start'! Call

1- 800- KAP-TEST

PARAMOUNT'S CAROWINDS
•
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS DOMINION

1\1 Kaplan, you don't

•

K:A-P--LA.N

PARAMOUNT'S GREAT AMERICA
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND

Tmt answer to the teat queailon.

The Clapper..
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spotlight:

Xavier alumnus helping from above

By Greg Napolitano
The Xavier Newswire
At one time or another we have all
fallen prey to the inefficiencies of our
cars.
Stranded by the side of the road we
hope that someone will have the decency, or the time to lend a hand.
Suddenly,fromabove,astrangesound
grows to almost deafening proportions.
Isita bird?
Is it a plane?
No, it's John Phillips in his traffic helicopter, just dropping by to help out
Phillips has helped countless people
get out of, and avoid, potentially dangerous situations during his years as a helicopter pilot and traffic reporter.
Despite his unusual occupation and
flamboyant style, Phillips is a self proclaimed "Cincinnati redneck," who got
his start in radio at Xavier.
PhillipsgraduatedfromXavierin 1976
witha badlelor'sdegreein management.
'1 joined WVXU during my years asa
Xavier student," Phillips said. "At that
time the station was really nothing more
than a club."
Duringthe'70s, WVXUbroadcastout
of a small room in the basement of Alter

mercial radio stations in the greater said.
Cincinnati area.
Today, Phillips is one of only a handWhile working as music director for ful of traffic reporters who fly the heliWKRC-AM, Phillips decided to fill a copters themselves.
position vacated by one of the station's
traffic reporters until another could be
#Each one of us takes an
Hall.
found. Much to his surprise, he was the
· k .1A
et
enm:rzous ns Wrten we &
'The students really ran the whole replacement.
behind the wheel, and some- ..
show without.any help from the fac'They liked the way I sounded on the
ulty," Phillips said.
air, and I enjoyed doing it solstuck with
:times catches up to us."
Shortly after Phillips term as opera- it," Phillips said. . .
. .. . .
,.
·
-'ohn Phillip'S ·
tions manager, Rev.'. Lawrence Aynn beDuring this time Phillips became good
1'
gan to oversee the transformation of the friends with his pilot, who was also a - - - - - - - · - - - - - club into a public radio station. .
flight instructor.
.
He works out of the new WLW I
Upon graduation, Phillips started
"As it turned out, I taught him about WEBN studios and is heard on those
working at many of the prominent oom- radio and he taught ~ how to fly," he stations as well.as many others who do

.it

not have their own traffic reporters.
''Traffic reports are only a small part
of what I do in the air, a lot of my time is
spent helping the cops catch bad guys."
In the last year alone, Phillips has
assisted the police in catching dozens of
runaway criminals. Although this isn't
necessarily in his job description, he enjoys doing it.
·
~1f I see a guy running, he's a goner
because there's nowhere he can run to
that I can't see him.~'·
Phillips spends iibout eight hours of
every weekday flying over major roads
in Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky.
Whenever he sees someone in trouble he
will do his best to help them out.
'1f I see someone holding a gas can
·and I have a safe place to land, I'll stop
and drain a gallon out of the 'copter to
give to them," he said. .
Recently, Phillips has made appearances at local Hardees. restaurants for
breakfast. Hardeessigned contractwith
Phillips for his endorsement.
They wantedsomethingalittledifferent for their advertising so they decided
to have Phillips land at one.of their restaurants once a week for breakfast.
'1 scouted the .local Hardees, found a
few where l had enough room to land,
and now I get free food once a week."
Whether in the air, or on the ground,
Phillips is hying to make a difference.
'1 feel thatI have the unique ·'
?Pportimit}' tolend a. hand," he 5aid:
, · 'Each one ofus t~kes an enormous nsk
when we get behind the wheel, and
sometimes it catches up to us. If I see
someone in a bad situation and I am
able to get them out of it, I have done
my job." .

$11/hr!
l,he Princeton l{evie\v seeks GRADS to teach SAT
andLSAT prep courses part-time in the Cincinnati area. The
ideal can.diclate possesses excellent communication skills, great
standarchzed test scores, and a car. We offer paid training, great
working conditions, and excellent starting pay. Please mail or
fax a resume and cover letter to Dr. Kirk at:
,.

.Iver '" APal Smashed!

The Princeton Review

1350W. 5th Ave., Suite 131
Columbus, OH 43212
Fax: 614/488-2949

TI-IE
PRINCETON
---------REVIEW
rn1f NOS OON'I

lf l

fRlfNOS OR!Vf ORUN~

l!lu.S.~alT..........,

·A still.
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Play around in class
By Erin Lampe

The Xavier Newswire
The music department is offering a Beginning Classical
Guitar class starting next semester. The class will meet once
a week for an hour and will be
worth one credit towards a Fine
Arts elective.
This is Beatty's first time instructingagroupclassatXavier.
Previously she has taught group
classes at University of Cincinnati and private lessons at
Xavier.
Beattyisoriginallyfrom Chicago, where she attended
Roosevelt University. Beatty
then completed her Masters in
musicatU.C
'1've taught this class at U.C.
and I don't think I've had anyone in this class that felt it was

boring or didn't feel it was challenging, even some of the students thathadsomeexperience,"
'
said Beatty.
Previous experience isn't required, but a guitar and a foot Rio.ii~~~~~~~~~;,::::::==:•::=::::·:::::~'·=~=~\'ili
stool need to 6e purchased for
the class. Music sheets will be
provided. The class will consist ""'' ' ' '""'' ' ""'"'""'' '
oflearninghow to read and play
music on the classical guitar.
"By the end of the class, each
student will be expected to play
one piece of music for the class,"
said Beatty.
According to Beatty, many of

Two new senators have
been appointed to fill the vacant seats of Stephanie Huber
and Stephen Zralek. The new
senatorsareScottJackson and
Tikisha Simpson.
Congratulations and
thanks are in order for Circle
K and Senator Michael
Oemons for the organiz.ation
of the "Teeter Totter for Tots"
marathon which raised $300
for Toys for Tots.
Circle K's constitution was

passed by Senate.
"Adopt-a-Family" will begin collecting presents and
other items this Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday in the
Regis Room.
Good luck on exams and
have a happy holiday.
compiled by Benson Wright
legislative vice president

SECURIT

Columbus,' Ohio:
.- .Sunday; Januaiy 17, Holiday Inn on the Lane
328 W. Lane Avenue
Registration: 5:00 - 8:00 PM

Bowling Green, Ohio:
Tuesday, January 19, Bowling Green State University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Registration: 12:30 - 4:30 PM

Kent, Ohio:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ 9-{appy 9-{ofidays

:•

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Thursday, Januaiy 21, Kent State University
Student Center Third Floor
Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 PM

Thursday, December 3
Between 1 and 6 p.m., two
students on the second floor
of Kuhlman Hall reported a
theft of $80 from their room.

Also At Cedar Point:
Sandusky, Ohio
Tuesday, January 5 & Friday, January 22
Registration 11 :00 AM - 3:00 PM
(Auditions begin appoximately 15 minutes after reglsllatlon opens)

For additional sites and
further information contact

Cedar Point Live Shows

~
......k--....

P.O. Box 5006

~

Sandusky, Ohio
(419) 627-2390

PART-TIME
Week-ends and evenings: Gift Shop
Oerks, Information Center
Oerks,Exhibition Reception/ Sales
Center Oerks.

,~

CINCINNATI ART MUSEUM
Attn: Business Office

EdenPark.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202-1596

AK-Mart portrait package.depicting-the Chia-pet-development.--..... ··

Saturday, December 5
At 2 a.m., a student was
cited for public indecency
when exposing himself to
several students in front of
Brockman Hall. Internal actions are pending.
Sunday, December 6
Atl 1:45p.m.,afalsesmoke
detector alarm was investi·
gated in Husman Hall. Two
students were found responsible for causing the alann.
Internal action is pending.
Monday, December 7
Between midnight and 3
a.m., two direction signs were
stolenfromtheTwoWestand
Three WestwingsofKuhJman
Hall. Damagewasalsocaused
to the walls.

_

____:·:._:_··:...:..-.:..:.·
-..:....·...::...;-··...::...;··:...:..-:..:.-..:..::-·...::...;··...::...;··:....;_·;...:..·
. .:...:.·
·..:.=.-..:..:··-=..;--~-'-'-"
-.:...:.·
·..:..:·"-=-"""'---'-'"-:..:..-·::..:.·-'--'-·
-~-"-'-'"-~--~-'"-'-"
-~"-'-'--'--~~~--~--------------~-- - - - - - -
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Award recipient exemplifies Jesuit missiQn
irig the Earth arid.for establishing peace
a~d justiceforthepoorand theoppressed.
A prindp11l organizer of the North
:AmencanConferenceo11Chrisfianityand
£EcqJogy <J:989), J.7ritsch has ~el~ en~:.

By Tom Klemens
The Xavier Newswire

LastSundaythe Rev. Albe~J. Fritsch, ·.
SJ,recieved thealumnioffice'sSt;Francis· ·
Xavier Aw~rd: ·The award is' presented, · · ·
. ;;';foW1~tal~ou~~ ~~ Iridi~;".~~~ic~~·.··• ··
· &!Repubbc;,neru,~J3~ti, and Israel., · , ·· · · ·- · ·
annually 'on 'Universal Communion , • ·
CharlesCareyof University Rel~tions _.
Sunday, the Sunday closest to the'Feast'' ·. ·
·- . .stated that 'Fritseli:is ~'concemea''ab<>ut, ··· ,
of St. Frnnos Xavier.' · -- · · · ··" · · :~ ' :
-·:-wfillf:people;can ~o, ino·;iiiatter\~ttere . . . >.··
The St.::Frarids Xavier·MedalWward·'. 1 ·
,v they .;iife, ,a~ut 5aving. th~ earttt~..He' s. . . .
was esta1'ilshed ~--1954 tri'~~ly'
• t u.~
knowledge of ._~ence.:fo-firid'· '.; t
ognize "~utstaridinglndiVidurus1 of otir ;/
:
.
:
;
way5
'to
'make
conservation . methods .
day whoI thl'ou~J.i·
thefr
lives'cind
their'_"·
,
~·
.
endeavori;~·exemplify the qualities that ·.
·. work for the ecological J:>enefits of the
, . ·earth...[and] for the good of humanity by
have made Francis Xavier live down the ·
· ·applying it in a very bask way...He has
centuriesasa...dynarnicperson...ofaction,
truly taken the message of the Jesuits to
of courage and daring, of imagination, of
heart: People for Others."
direct impact upon his fellow man ..."
Fritsch earned his bachelor's (1955)
Nominees for the award are sugand master's(1956)degrees in chemistry
gested by local alumni who are solicited
frorriXavierandaPhDinchemistryfrom
by the Alumni Board of Governors. The
candidates are then reviewed by the
Fordham University. He completed his
board and a finalist is chosen. The presiLicentiate in Sacred Theology (STL) from
dent of the university then approves the
Loyola University in Chicago. Currently
the recommendation.
he is based in Lexington, Kentucky.
''Not only does the St. Francis Xavier
Said Ranaghan, "To be able to recogaward allow us to recognize annually
nize somebody who is living the Xavier
our patron," said Tim Ranaghan, Direclife and carrying out the mission of the
tor of Alumni Affairs, "but it also helps
University is really special. Not only are
us remember that this is a Catholic uniwe continuing the tradition of the celversity and that those things that are
ebration of the spiritilal heritage of the
important, as it relates to the Catholic
university, but it is espeeially gratifying
faith and Xavier University, are not
to present this very special Xavier award
overlooked ...This celebration is away to
to a graduate of theUriiversity;'' "'•i·
..
· P_hoto courtesy of Xavier Public Relations.
do that!"
·
''For me," said Fritsch, "the award is
Rev. Albert Fritsch, Sf received the 39th St. Francis Xavier Award.
Pastrecipientsof the St. Francis Xavier
another symbol the universality and
Award include Bishop Fulton Sheen, has committed his training, education Guide to Proper Land Use (1982), Renew catholicitythatSt.Xavierwasattempting
the Face of the Earth (1987) and Eco- to continue... that is~· to focus on the
Archbishops Bernardin and Pilarczyk, and energies to the service of others;
Dr. Thomas Dooley, the Rev. Theodore
·He is also an authority on the.scieri.;. · Church: An Environmental Action world .. .and to make it a goal to make this
Hesburgh; and Joseph Collins.
tific aspects of ecological dangers and Manual For Churchgoers (1992).
world a better place for people to live and
This year, the award is being given to conservation solutions and has written
In addition, Fritsch is the executive to have enough to eat. These are good·
Fr. Fritsch for " ...pioneering leadership extensively in the field. His books include: director of Appalachia-Science in the goals. These .are goals that must be
he has exercised in the critical mission of Theology of the Earth (1972), 99 Ways to Public Interest, a nonprofit organization affinned ... And I think that is what this
saving God'searth for all of His people..." a Simple Lifestyle (1977); Environmental dedicated to finding solutions for the awards emphasizes: that what we are
A priest, scientist, and author, Fritsch Ethics (1980), Greenspace. A Citizen's increasing environmental problems fac- doing is something good."
·

rec; :' '

hls

of

Nursing organizati(.)n off to healthy sqlrt
By David Canty

The Xavier Newswire
Donna_chahg, the new president of
the XaVier N,ursing PrganiZation .·will
incorpdrate the ideas of others into her
leadership. Some of the ideas she .will
concentrateonconcern promoting health
awareness and establishing total wellbeing. ·
"Xavier always promotes the total
being and this [club] also broadens our
horizons. as far as being a well-rounded
person/".Chang said.
.
Charg became president this year by
replacing Doug Schneider .who gradu~
ated from the nursing school. She had
previously held thepositionofrecording ..
secretary- in the club.SO far, membership·
hasincreaseddramaticallysincelastyear.

. The organiZ.ation is made up prima- RetirementHomeinN<;>rwood:Nursing . to do some of the.samefu.ings we do,
rily of nursing students, pre-med ·stu-. · students are asked to share an hour of _such as· bowling, for example," said
dents and anyone. with an interest in their time With them. '
Chang.
knowing about health issues. .
Chang said, 'The students do this just .
Another service the nursing program
Under Chang's direction, the nursing •to express an inter,est in someone who· . providesisa mentoringpro.gramfor firstorganization has become more involved may not haye any family to rely on." ·. · year nursing students.·'Members also
_in projectS which take members outside : The organization has also adopted a. : tutor students iri the nursing profession .
of the classroom. ·
·
· · · · , Brownie troop in the city. In this en- .. aswell. . . .
. '''.'
Chang feels that this is important be- · deavor, du? members d.iscuss issues
.The Xavier Nursing Organiz.ation is
cause it gives students a chance to func- about ~n~1~apped_ ~r physically ?'al- planning several events forthe upcomtion both inside and outside the class- le~~d md1VJd~als with the Browrues'. . mg semester. Chang said, that anyone
1
room. "It enables the nursing students to
. We reshowing them ~ow the.hand1- inte.rested in becoming a m{?J1lber may
incorporate what they learn in their cur- capped have to use adaptive eqmpment contact her.
· ·
riculum and apply it as far as being a
service to others," Chang said.
. TheXavierNursingOrganizationis a
service-oriented club as well. This year,
the Xavier Nursing Organization along
with the Dorothy Day House will co~
sponsor an adopt-a-grandparent program.
., .
This program.will unite a club mem~ ..
ber with a resident from The Victoria.
'•1

1;"
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Newswire columnist

I would like to applaud
Xavier's efforts in its iniAccounts Receivable
tiaJ steps in dealing with
Shannon Egan ·
the issue of diversity.
I was recently asked by
a professor to participate
TIW Xnicr Nnmlirc la published
in an E Pluribus Unum
throughout theachool yen, exceptdur:
class discussion, and I
Ing vaatton and ftnal ·examt, by the
lllUdtntaofXavler Univenlty, 3800 Vicmust say I was impressed
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207.
.
.
by ·the level of dialogue.
The atal•-nta and oplnlona om.. .
Although therewasagreat
XlllMr Nftlnlin are not necemartly
deal of disagreement, the
th- of the otudent body, faculty,
oradmlnlatntlonofXavler. State-nts
course still served its purand oplnlona of eolumnlsts do not
neasurlly reiled thoee of the
pose.
editors.., general staff.
I consider the purpose
Subsalptlon rat.. are $30/year · or
of the course is to get a
$15/wmester within the USA and are
better understanding of
pio-rated.
SubsalpUon . lnqulriet
ahould be dlreded to Joel N. Handorf,
cultures that have been
Bualneu Manager (513·7•5-3130).
excluded from the AmeriAdvertising lnqulriH ahould be dlreded to Yvette Porche, Advertising
can educational system.
Manager ~13-76-3561).
I made the point it was
Xavier Unlwnlty ls an academic:
·okay to disagree about
a>IM'llnlty .• a>mmltted to equal
whatwassaid,butwecan't
opportunity for all . persona regard·
.._ ol. 1p, 11eJ1, ram, . R!Ugion,
become
disagreeable. · . .
handlap; or nallCNI origin.
- However, to remain

sincereindiversity,Xavier
will have to make this
course a three credit hour
requirement and hire full
time trained professors.
Last week's staff edi torial isan excellent example
of the confusion resulting
from poorly trained personnel.
The United States is becon1ing more non white.
For example, between
1986and theyear2000, the
work force will increase
14 percentfor
whites, 28
percent for
blacks and 74
percent for
Hispanics.
As future
work force
participants, it would be
erroneous for us to think
we can go through life
working only with people
who make us feel comfortable.
· As a result, some onus
ofresponsibilityshould be
placed on universities who
produce .
educated
"multiculturallyignorant"
people.
Oh, speaking of

multiculturally ignorant
people, the Cincinnati
Reds part owner Marge
Schott fits this description
perfectly. But again, we
are dealing with symptomsand not the problem.
When baseball has a
lack of acceptance and appreciation of non· whites,
other .than players, you
createanenvironmentthat
deems it okay to use insensitive rhetoric, with no
remorse.
So
Marge
Schott is nothing
more than a rot.;.
ten apple growing on a rotten
tree.
Marge maybe
punished, but we
still have not dealt with
the rotten tree, the institution of baseball.
The United States will
no longer be a world superpower if the American
people do not have the
ability, capacity and desiretoadjust to the changes
taking place.
Let's diversify and rid
this country of the Marge
Schotts. Peace..

A grandchild.

As students, one of the fundamentals we learn is
how to collect research. What many Xavier students
don't realiz.e is research goes far beyond Descartes or
the American Revolution.
McDonald Library is not the only place on campus
wherestudentscaninvestigateanddiscoverlittleknown
facts or events. One of the many resources enabling
students to disclose and learn about these facts. and
events is the Xavier Newswire.
. The NeUlswire sta.ff strives to make a difference at
Xavier, but in order to infonn and educate, we. need .
Cl$istance and input from the stu4ents; faculty,cii:td ..
anyone else involved in the Xavier community.....·.. l
What many people do not realize is how easy it~ to ·
voice an opinion, idea or suggestion in the paper. All it
takes isa little research and initiative to have your voice
"read" and to make an impact on this campus.. The
university paper is a tool run by students for students.
After their classes, many students go home or to the
dorms, eat some Cheetos and watch "Ma<:Gyver."
They never have the intention of getting involved or
informed. The administration could be planning to
build a moat through the mall forcing us to swim to
class, but at least half the student body would either be
unaware or simply wouldn't, care.
For example, there are things happening at Xavier
that many people are not aware of, such as the appointment of various university vice-presidents and SGA
Senators. Whether these things are positive or negative
is not the point. Questions are not being asked about
things directly affecting the school and everyone associated with it.
·
Start questioning the speculation surrounding a
proposal to implement a Greek.,~ystem on .Xavier's
campus; Instead of merely writing ''.yes" or ,"no" on a
stu9ent survey regarding fraternities and sororities,
tell the administration why or why not this type of
decision should be made. Express youropinion on the
prospect of an on-campus basketbaii venue.
You could, and should question the ethics and proceduresofXavierSafetyand Security. Findoutwhythe
administration spends money on things other than
scholarships or professors salaries. It is our right, and
duty, as students to be informed of these things and
question the issues if they seem unfair or vague.
What better way to express yourself to the entire
campus than through the school newspaper? Even if
some of the things you hear or discover may be speculation, open a forum for discussion through the newspaper so everyone can have an opportunity to educate
themselvesandothers. Rumors may be dispelled in the
process.
.
If you are tired of reading the same news and views
from the same people in the Newswire, or if you are not
pleased with some of the people or events on this
campus, then open your eyes and get out your pens.
Admittedly we at the Newswire miss relevant stories, mostly because we do not have your eyes and ears.
If the Xavier community worked as a collective in this
area, very little would happen without at least some ink
getting spilled.
By pressuring the administration, individual students, Student Government Association or even the
Newswire staff, you not only expose a story or opinion
people may not have been aware of, but you begin to
make a difference.
Over the Chrisbnas holiday, think about issues or
people that affect you at Xavier. Compose a list, write
an article or just call us at the Newswire and let us know
what issues are not receiving the attention they should.
The Xavier Newswire is your newspaper and your
weekly opportunity to make a difference. This power
is more accessible than you might think, so please
utilize it.
-K.D.
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Please don'·t·fi3te me because. I'm white
Brendan
Cronin
Newswire columnist
lama white male. Asmuchasl'd like
to hide it, my background is a comfortable, opportunity-laced suburbia. I am
hopelessly in the majOrity, if you look at
me from the outside. If you judge a
human on the surface, you will see a nice
portrait of every villain of the past thousand years. You will see a white devil.
Public Enemy number one, boyyy.
Listen: did somebody just say white?
Excuse me I'm deeply offended. I am an
Irish-Italian-Scottish-Belgian-American.
Don't you dare deny me my cultural
heritage, homes. You talk about Egypt?
Did you know the Celtic people, before
they were so rudely oppressed by Christian invaders, had a blooming scientific
andartisticculture? Did you know when
the first boatloads of "Micks" came over
to America, thePuritanpatriarchytreated
them like pond scum? After years of
unpleasant subjugation, they were permitted to perform unpleasantcivicchores,
such as firefighting and police enforcement. But the Protestants were still the
oppressors. Can't truss it.

Did somebody say cultural heritage?
Did I just string together a lot of different
nationalities? Please excuse me. It must
be all of this multiculturalism getting to
my head. I'm getting dizzy. Let's get
something straight: I did not oppres.s
you, molest you, per~te, torment or
deny you. I have never said unkind
words abcmt you .. I realize other people
that look like me have burned· crosses,
suppressed truth, committed genocide
and otheratrocities. Those "others" are
guided by an evil conception of human'~
. ity. Thosearenotmybroth- ·
ers.

the secret race war supposedly being
planned by the capitalistic supremacists
who control government and industry.
Here' sa story that illustrates this: In high
schooloneday I happened to walk by the
Superior Courthouse after Marion Barry
was arraigned for smoking crack. . A
large crowd was milling··arourid, discus5ing the days events. ,
• ' · .
I listened to an overweight middle
agedblackmanyellatthetopofhislungs
how white people planned to take over.
"SHOOTTHEM!" he hollered "BEFORE
THEYSHOOTUS!" Ayounger
'black
was ·argiling with
him bypointingout that hateful
fabrications would only generate more problems. ·
The overweight man (horizontally challenged AfricanArrierican) pointed an angry
finger at ME and said "Are you going to
call THAT your brother?" Little me.
Little white boy who hadn't said one
word. I just stood there. I turned to the
younger man and shook his hand. The
crowd around us got quiet.
The big guy sighed in disgust. Suddenly an elderly black woman spoke up.
She said "THAT'S WHAT IT'S ABOUT
YOU RACIST. THESE YOUNG BOYS
AREGONNABRJNGUSTOGETHER!!"
She pointed to my bookbag, and then to
the black guy's bookbag,and said no one
in her neighborhood ever carried one.
This i~ a: true story. This is ~ cblac_I<_

E~~~~€~~] ·~!ill

days (So few are calling this
patheticattemptatequalized
opportunity their own). In this steaming
crucible of social conflict, I learned a
simple, nursery-school-rhyme kind of
truth: African-Americans are people just
like me. They are cut from the same
human tapestry as me and my honky
family. I still believe this.
Afteryearsofbeing called a racist-pig,
after being accused of misunderstanding
and fear, I still don't give a damn who is
black and who is white. Sony. I think
you're a human being first. After that we
can talk about your blackness or whiteness or purpleness.
I've heard the theory of conspiracy, of ·

man

thing, and you've GOT to understand
because there is no denying segments of
the African-American community are in
trouble, The kids aren't carrying
bookbags. Education is one of many
problems that will never be solved by
insisting political appointments and
·educational restructuring is "not
enough."
··
'
If we shut our mouths or only use
them to complain, then JT\Ob mentality
prevails. In Los, Angeles, ne.ither the
verdict nor the reaction solved anything.
Do you wanttofight? Doyou wanttosee
more people killed? Then here's how to
do it (listen up both blacks and whites).
Ignore each other. Refuse to learn
from history. Beangryandcritical. Brush
by each other in the halls, eat at separate
tables and talk behind each other's back.
If we divide the world into groups,
genders and colors we wilJ drag ourselves back into tribalism and fight each
other to the death. But, if hannony and
understanding is the goal, we better stop
our complaining, check the mote .in our
own eye and relax.
· If unity is to be attained, we must lose
the "world owes me" idea. The tendency
for victimization muststop. It's easier to
imagine an unseen conspiracy than to
admit an outsider's face is like our own.
Justice and compassion will be precipitated by the understanding that_ we are
allalikeatheart. Anythingles.sisadream
deferrep.
' ''
'. c.' •
'

Evolution of the Catholic Church revealed at Xavier
Cindy
Markwell

Newswire columnist
As a theology major, I was
pleased to be asked to write a
column on religion.
I am what is known as a
"cradle Catholic," born and
raised a Catholic. I am also a
product, happily, of the preVatican II Church.
Icouldbecalledaliberalconservative concerning my views
on religion. I try to accept people
of all faiths and respect others
beliefs, whileexpectingthesame
from them in return.
I wasoutof the Church at the
time Catholics felt the effects of
Vatican II. After years of being
back in the Church and wondering what the Church now stood
for, Idecided toparticipateinan
RCIA class (the program for
converts) and update myself.
Little did I know where this decision was to lead me.
Many questions were a~-

swered butsomeanswersraised making a comeback, such as 40
new questions. Much that I hours of devotions, the Rosary,
heard created deep doubts as to Benediction, etc.
the direction the "new" Church
There are some eternal
was going, especially in regards truths and I have heard thingsat
to the liberal element. Many of Xavier that disturb me because
these views went against all of theyarecontrarytothesetruths.
my Catholic beliefs.
I have been told to consider the
After a two year period I possibility Jesus was conceived
realized the only way I could in the normal fashion by Mary
understand and make informed and Joseph. NOT!
decision on the new teachings
Another professor
was to study theology.
presented the concept
I also felt a call to prepare there is no heaven as I
myself to teach Catholicism and had been taught, rather
refute those ideas which are it is here on earth and
contrary to the teachings of the we are going to evolve
Catholic Church.
to higher beings. In
In my first semester I learned other words, there are
(was told) that older Catholics many different theolofight to keep old beliefs. I have gies taught in Xavier's
tried to be open to the teachings classrooms.
at Xavier and respect others
Sorry folks, this is
viewpoints, however, I found not the teaching of the Catholic
some "Old/Pre Vatican II" be- Church. Even so, I would not
liefs that I will not abandon.
mind being exposed to new
Don'tgetmewrong, Vatican ideas if they were clearly pre. II brought many good changes sented as theories and not the
to the Church, but unfortunately teaching of the Majesteriurn. At
some aspects of Vatican II have the same time, the teachings of
been taken out of context and the Majesterium need to be prereworked. info what liberals sented.
want them to be.
All the, professors I have had
For a time, many beautiful allowedmetodisagreeandvoice
traditions were done away with. my opinions and I respect them
But many of these are slowly for that. I have learned much

Your wedding invitation.

that has deepened my understandingofmyfaithandforthat
I am grateful.
In the past many of the
teachings were called heresies. I
don't understand how they are
allowed.to be taught today, hl1t
students need to understand all
they are taught is not gospel..
Students may have to learn
different views for
class but they do not
have to believe them.
Each student must let
.their heart guide them
and accept what
seems right and feel
. free to reject that
· which seems wrong.
I. believe in one,
holy, Catholic and
ApostolicChurch. I·
became aware that
each diocese in the U.S. can be
different as Bishops choose to
do their own thing.
In thepastfewyears,aslread
differentpapers,Ihaveseenthat
the Catholic Church in. the U.S.
is not the same as the Catholic
church in other countries. What
happened to our unity?
There are even theologians,
priests and other religious
people who no. longer respect
the office of the Pope. Some

even look fora split between the
Church in the U.S. and the
Majesterium in Rome.
I'll stick with Rorrie. I may
not always agree with the Pope,
, but Hove and respect him.
Weallneed torememberthat
we are onlyhuman and don't
have all the answers, only God
does. ·we try with our limited
means to under5tand and know
that which cannot be known.
We might be better off if we
could swallow our pride and
say we do not know.. It seems
we are so much into the Immanent Go<tt~t we are in danger
of losing~~~Jranscendentpod.
. lam l1aj\appy that w_e are no
· longer a u11Hed Church, but it is
comforting that many common
folk in th~ pewsfeelthe same
way I do. We try toignore the
ultra modernism in the Catholic
Church a~d we worship our
God.
I still tell Him I Jove Him and
thank Him for the gifts I have
received; We havea prettygood
thing going.
I call Him Lord, God, and
Abba! I can't get into calling
Him ''The More", ''The Other'',
etc. He is God and lam His
child.MayyouallhaveaHappy
Holiday season! ·
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Letters to the Editor
overwhelming,Neukomand his
A few weeks ago, however, I
crew are well on their way to. had the opportunity to go
completing the task.
downstairs in the University
After reviewing what other Center to see what was hapschools do, suggestionsof effec- pening. As I walked through
After one semester as live programs will be made to the doors, I was disgusted at
UNITE's policy committee appropriate Xavier personnel. what I saw.
chairperson, I think it is time for Hopefully this project will keep
It was a disaster. There were
the entire Xavier community to Xavier from having to "re-in- empty pop cans, candy wrapbe aware of the things we are vent the wheel."
pers and papers scattered all
doing. Theiearerurrentlythree .
Finally, Robert Nelson is over, not only on the tal>les, but
majorprojeCtStheronlmiuee has dii'eeting a group, of. students on the floor as well.
·
I immediately assumed. the
undeftakei:i,.each, desi~ed .to .. focused on what.policies or is-.
raisetheawarenes5ofandCom- · sues UNITE should examine numeroustrashcansintheroom
mitrnent to cultural diversify at next semester. Without a vision MUST be overflowing with
Xavier. .
- ··
·· ·
for the future, we will not be trash. Nope. They were practi- The first projectis an'_evalu- able to continue our path. $ev- cally empty. At this point, not
ation of the ,new E Pltiribus eral issues have come up, and even my wildest imagination
Unum clas5. 'Much has. been Nelson is deciding which of could come up with a reasonwrittenabo.utthiscliissinrecent those will be appropriate for able explanation for why the
·
place was such a mess.
editionso{theNewswire1butour UNITE to address.
perspective has yet t~ be heard.
As you can see, the policy
I should clarify that it was
Jen Fellinger and. Paul Lin- committee of UNITE is ex- notthemessitselfthatdisturbed
den have been working dili- tremely busy. It is important for me. Nor do I want to assert the
gently to get the students' opin- the students of Xavier to know maintenance crew to do a better
ions of the class. Even though how their peersare working for job cleaning up. 1 am addresstheuniversityhasanevaluation a cause they believe in. With ingthosepartiesthatseemtobe
process, we feel a deeper study thatin mind, I have written this the source of this filth.
.
letter hoping it will. encourage
is necessary.
I am rather disappointed by
FeHinger and Linden, along s.tudents to support our en-· thefactthatXavierstudentswho
with their projec:t assistants, are deavors.
·
. are (or should. be) responsible
interviewing a cross-section of
- Joe Booth, UNITE policy ' young adults, cannot clean up
the students· to find
if the committee chairperson
after themselves.
clas~a~ereallyaddressingrelLeaving the Downunder

UNITE's efforts
are displayed

out

~;:~~!ss~~~· ~e~~~~:ra~~ ·.··The; blunder ·-~~!~~~=~:dt~:s~~i:~~~~~'

released to the Xavier community. ..
Chris Neukom is the di rector of our cu.ltural diversity
project. He is contacting 100
schools across the nation to get
Xavier
concrete ideas on
can promote diversity.
Although the phon~aHing
and lettef':-Writing is almost

how

Downunder
Although I am a commuter
student, I do. not spend much
time in the Downunder. Betweenclassesandwork,mytime
is spread thinand I usually try to
spend what little freetime I do
have off campus.

· school and for fellow students
who wish to use the facility, but
it demonstrates disrespect for
themselves. I cannot imagine
why anyone would want to sit
in a mess like that.
I also want to say the appearance of the Down under refleets not only the image of
Xavier, but also the image of

'

those who created the mess.
Frequently I hear complaints
aboutwhatawaste Downunder
is. Apparentlythosecomments
were uttered literally, from what
I saw of the mess the other day.
The point I would like to
make is this problem could be
easily eliminated if the individuals using the facility threw
away their trash before leaving.
This is a simple action. that
shows courtesy and will keep
the Downunder a nice place to
use.
-Cherie Hawk, senior

Changes in X.U.
recycling program
The new recycling bin which
will be placed in the Xavier Village on January 15, is a seep toward Xavier becoming a community leader in recycling. For
Xavier to become a leader, support from the student body is
needed. This occurs through
the conscious efforts of students
willing to support the growing
movement of recycling on campus, and by volunteering their
time to collect recyclable goods.
Students can accomplish this by
usingthenewrecyclingbin, The
bin will notonlygivestudentsa
chance to support campus recycling, bu tit will also raise awareness of change in the world.
Xavier students can also
support recycling by volunteering to collect aluminum containers located throughout the
campus. This project is headed

by Sally Gladwell of the Dorothy Day House and it relies
solely on student volunteers.
Collection of the containers occurs every Monday between
10:30and 12:00(commonshour).
The program provides an opportunity for campus dubs and
volunteers to show support for
the recycling program. Those
interested in helping can contact Gladwell at 745-3046.
A recent change in the recycling program has been the addition of newspaper ·collection
by Rumpke. At one time, newspapers could be placed in the
recycling bin, but must now be
separated. Although a newspaper bin is not available on campus, a program is underway to
provide the service. Stud.ent
volunteers will also be needed
to support this program.
The Xavier recycling program is a signal to the community of our commitment to ensure a healthy environment.
With strong student body sup_port, Xavier can stand out as a
leader in a place of growing and
permanent change. Support
recycling.
- Dennis Fehr, SCA Senator
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acuity, staff, students and Xavier alumni
can be members ofCINCO Federal Credit Union.
We're your credit union. All you have to do is use us.
Use a savings account to open your membership. just make a minimum deposit of $5. Use a checking
account. Use a Tellerific® card. Use Direct Deposit
with your account if you want.
·
And use Target, our touchtone ~-1rAnC·
teller, to keep track of your
._. .
Federal Credit Union
accounts - all it takes is a
phone. If you're part of Xavier, We're.lburs. Use Us.
use us. Call 281-9988.
49 Wm. Howard Taft Rd.

o·

Cincinnati, OH45219-1760

A Member of The CINCO Financial Group

Grant shoots down .BaJJ,-S.tate in oYettitne~·:thr.iller:
.
.

. .

'

By Emmett Prosser

Th.e Xavier Newswire
Somewhere in the middle of
nowhere a great college basketba11 game was played Monday
night.
'
Xavier took a giant step toward a successful season, beating Ball State 81-78 in overtime
at University Arena in Muncie,
Ind, No one played bigger than
Brian Grant.
Xavier's 6-8 junior center
burned the Cardinals all night,
scoring a career high 32 points.
Grant also grabbed 13 rebounds.
The Muskies jumped out to a
big lead in the first half. Up 2015, X went on a 16-4 run. Grant
scored eight of his points in the
spurt, including two jumpers in
the paint where he was fouled
for three point plays.
But BSU got hot early in the
second half erasing a 13 point
halftime lead.
.
X led 55-53 and looked to be
in danger of losing the lead,
whenGrantand Aaron Williams
decided to play a little two man
basketball.
Four consecutive trips down
the floor, XU scored on either a
dunk or a .layup. Three of the
baskets were a result of one big
rnangettingbehindhismanand
the other lobbing the ball in the
post for an easy conversion.
"Brian is unstoppable inside,"
said Williams. ''He had position
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down low, I threw the ball ~p · 6
the liile With Ball State
and he jtist went up' with his fans'¥eamirigat~topoftheir
long anns and scored."
lungs. ·
· .
··
The biggest play in Of may
Ball State hung in there
thoughandstayedcloseenough have come from an official.
to keep Xavier fans nervous. Sylvester leaned into William5
Down 69-66 with 12 seconds to with 21 seconds left and hit a 13
playinregulation,Matthewshit footer at the free throw circle.
two charity tosses. BSU then Buttherefereeruled the contact
fouled Jamie Gladden with 9 occurred before the shot and the
seconds remaining. Gladden hit basketwasnotallowed. Instead,
the first shot, but missed the Sylvester had to shoot two free
second,settingupthetyingscore throws and he only made one.
for the Cards.
The game could have been tied,
Matthews pushed the ball up but X was still up by two.
Ball State had one last chance .
court and threw up a wild onehander from the free throw line. with 3.3 seconds left after
It caromed off the back of the Matthews hit two free throws.
rim and the ball flew out to- GillisfouledWilliam.Sandasthe
wardsX forward Tyrice Walker. · 6'-9 senior went to the line, GladWalkercouldn'tsqueezethe ball · den approached him.
and f3all Stat; senior BillY. Gillis .<.< "I told him you better hit these
picked up th~;l9pse ball'a~i)d put :. damn free !hrows so we can g¢t~.
it off the glass into the bu'cket at ··out of here,'! said Gladden. "He·.
the buzzer. ..
told me not fo worry about it.'~ .'
It looked like Ball State was
Williams, who had13 points,
going to .continue-its rion:-eon- six rebounds and three assists.
ferencedorninanceathome ...The · treateditasanyotherfieethrow;
Cards were 31-1 in their last 32
'1justthoughtlet'sgetitover
nonleaguehomegames. Gillen with," said Williams. "Do the
had other ideas.
same routine you always do. I'
'1 told our kids we were go- didn't think about the crowd."
ingtowinthegameinthehuddle
Williams made both and the
after Gillis scored," said Gillen. Muskies headed back to'Cincin''We showed a lot of courage nati 2-0, Ball State fell to 4-1.
and guts after he made that
'1twasatremendouscollege
shot."
basketball game," said Gi~len.
Steve Gentry penetrated to ''Both teams played as hard as
the goal the entire overtime. He they rould."
Photo by Ellen Bird
was fouled by the Cardinals
Grant played a little too hard
Brian Grant (33) scored aameer high 32 points Monday night in a81three times in
He went 5 of for Ball State.

ar.

78 uuertime victory uver Ball State. Grant also grabbed 13 rebounds.

Lady Musketeers open season, rout]\'.loreheaCI State
By Mike DiNicola
The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier Ladies' Basketball team opened the 1992-93
campaign with a game that was
very close-up until theopening

tip-off.
The visiting Lady Musketeers
gavehostMoreheadStatearude
awakening to the new season by
trouncingihehometearn 103-54
in a non-conference battle.

"We got the butterflies out

and we played well," said X defense did a good job, I know
· CoaCh Ehlen also agreed that tough· assignment,· Miami. of
head coach Mark Ehlen.
we can do better."
for some addi;;, Ohio. Miami features a stingy
there is a
Domination describes X's
Bihn was complemented by tion~lfine tuning. '1f we are defenseand will visitXSat., Dec..
firstouting. TheMuskiesdomi- Annette Trencamp 17, Carol going .tO be a good team this 12. .
nated every facet of the game: Madsen 15,MoniqueGreenand year, weneed togetalittlebetter
offense, defense, the battle of the Valerie Spann added 12 a piece. with.each game; We need to be
Notes: The team. is getting
boards, etc.
Freshman Amy Siefring also ready to play."
healthy after several. preseason
X's lethal offense was well . joined thedoubledigitclubwith
Thecoach went on to say how injuries. Sophomore Nicole Like
rounded with all five starters a 10pointeffortoff of the bench. the team has grown closer and returned from a knee injury that
scoring in double figures.
"We played really well on ··improvedoverlastseason. 'This ended ·her freshman. season
Sophomore center Lynn Bihn defense. Theoffensewasspotty team has great chemistry," said prematurely. ·Freshman Missy
led all scorers with 23 points.
at times," noted junior Janet Ehlen. ''When no oriecares who W.ad.eandMissyHeydingerhad
Bihn was not completely Haneberg. "You could tell it gets the creclit; that's wheri you undergc>kneeoperations.. Wade
satisfied by her first game, '1 did was the first game of the sea- can have a great team/'
·
'is practicing again; only
all right, but there is still room son."
X's next. test will also be a Heydinger remains out.. · ·

need

Ulcers, head8ches and· hemorrhoids.·.
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Schott will be punished, baseball cannot look bad
now,andlettingseventimedrug punished. Why? Because the basketball teams, the 28 pro Rob Parker. ''Take that money
offenders back into the league, racial problem in baseball is football teams and the 28 base- andsixoreightminoritycollege
baseball has no room for error. obscene, and Schott's hiring of ball squads, the number of Afri- graduates and use the money to
According to a man men- minorities in the Red's front of- can-American General Manag- pay for year long internships
tioned in a recent Cincinnati fke is basically non-existent.
ersistwo. Twooutof83. That is with the Reds."
Prosser
Enquirerarticlewhosatnextto ·
"Schott has a horrid em- unequal.
·
Parker's idea is a good one
.. Schott _on a airplane, Schott re- ployment record," wrote Rob
Even in our newspaper busi- and thecommitteeinvestigating
ferred to former 'Cirii:::innati · Parker, baseballreporter for the ·ness the prpl?l¢m. is_ evident .. · this _matter should. pick. up an
The Xavier Newswire.
outfielder/first baseman Dave ... Enquirer... "If. basebalLreally . Only two of the journalists that editionofSunday'sEriquirerand
Parker as her "goddamned wanted to find out whether the covered team beats for readit,theymightseehowracist
...-. 1-··:•, :; ;; ~ ••. ;,,· -<f' ·1?
.· :. ,.,,.IJl~.llipn:d~lJ~r,~gw.,;~.~nd~ft,~i:. doQ'._Ja<!Y,~~~sata,cis~~d.bia~~ America's pcistime last season they all are.
·· ·;!
Many~!J.?.eQple .·!lay~ been'~' the· Reds tradoo-,nave~Parkt?r''·
,P.riSt~·nlinOrities alritt.W'C>uld· ~erebiack.'PleSuririn .. thate~cni-::: ;Y ma5eball Js;Afuenca's .
loo1'ing for'a ·way fo'du'~t an-••. ~heaiie-geciiysiiici 7wegot fid"'ot ~€: tC>-;a6~ is ·1&o1hit'lli~ ~mf · rilaj<>r leagtletit}r lias io'new~:, .~:·tihi~} uhfortilnate1y; s0 is ~c

Enunett

a

~~~:,<t~-¥~rge. ~~~·~.:If .JllaJ tro.uble rnaking·nigger.": ·,
base1'cllle\'~had1tsP,~JlCenow. .' <· This is:onlym)e C?.f the racial'
is~eti~. Buteveni(Schottis quotesthatthe·tl1ooiahaslllan~.
gutlty, this~problem goes way aged togetmprint."Twoof the
deeper than Cincinnati's most more striking ones have been,·
.
"I'd ratherhirea trained monkey
famous dog lover.
Regardless if Schott used ra- than a nigger," and "I hope you
cial slurs or ~()t, ~~ball. does didn'tadoptaniggeroraspic,"
not look good m thiss1tuation. If after congratulating a friend on
they would let this go by, base- an adoption of a child.
Assuming that Marge Schott
ball would l~k worse than it
already does.· With player sala- is innocent, and she said none of
Ties as high as 'they are right these things, she will still be

1

white front office of the Reds.",.
peop1~.try'to' tell .. Jri~ . .o~
campusthatMargeSchottisnot
racist.
. Cincinnati has one AfricanAmericaneinployee working in
the front office, and that em-

An4

ploy~worksintheticketoffice.

. Every General Manager in
baseball thatsitsinhiseasychair
inhisluxuryboxwhilewatching
the game is also white. ·28 GM' s.
H you totalled up the 27 pro

pa,pers, t}\at ~~ .tw,o ~u~ ~f 52'., ,
B~seballisaware<?f th¢ses~~
tistics .. Acting conunissioner
Bud Selig and his supporting
cast do not want to look bad.
Organiz.ations like the NAACP
want a substantial fineforSchott.
Thereisnoquestioninmymind
that this will happen.
"If baseball really wanted to
do the right thing, it would
suspend Schott for two years
and fine her $250,000," wrote

:·

XAVIER SAC
PRESENTS

DAYTONA BEACH,

.Sign u1l' noviHfCo~tact

XAVIER SAC

',; FLC>FfJDA

Office·

··HOWARD JOHNSON'S PLAZA

@745-3534

$249
EACH PACKAGE INCLUDES: RT BUS FROM CAMPUS TO
HOT~l, 7 NIGHTS BEACHFRONT ACCOMMODATIONS; ALL

HOTEL TAXES AND SERVICE CHARGES, SERVICES OF ON•
LOCATION TOUR STAFF, FULL SCHEDULE OF PARTIES,

ACTIVITll!S. AND SIDE TRIPS, SPECIAL STS DISCOUNTS TO
..

.

.

. CLUBS, RESTAURANTS

s-

ism," wrote Rob Parker. llSo the
same way you .can't.expect
Schott to change, don't expect
baseball to change either."
Baseball will change on this
one Rob, they'll have too much
negative press from you and me
iftheydon't. MargeSchottand
her dog will be absent from the
ball park next season. As many
other racist baseball executives
sit back on their toilets in their
luxury boxes and flush.

........

.~
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Muskie swimmers tread their way through All-Ohio Invite
By Jason Beck

The Xavier Newswire

Withseveral personal records
broken by Xavier swimmers at

last weekend's AU-Ohio Invitational in Cincinnati, the Muskie
swimming team has good rea-

son for optimism in the weeks·
leading to a Jan. 3 meet in Boca
Raton, Aa.-besides the warm
weather.
Both the men'sand women's
teams finishing fifth ahead of
Oberlin College in a meet that
featured teams from Southern

Illinois, Kenyon, Louisville and formances," he said. ''We had a freestyle.· Also, Shannon Dickie
placed 10th in the 100 fly and
the University of Cincinnati, lot of times drop quite a bit."
13th in the 100 yard backstroke,
~or
the
Leading
the
way
head coach TassosMadonissaw
while Shanna ~l captured
women
was
junior·
Suzanne
several of his team members
10th
and 13th in the 100and200
Silbersack,
who
finished
sixth
in
advance past preliminaries and·
backstroke,
respectively, and
100
yard
butterfly,
.12th
in
the
into scoring contention.
''We really had a lot of l;re; the 100 freestyle, 13th in the 200 ·Erin Lanham finished 15th in
time bests and some great per~ · yard IM and 16th in the 50 yard the 200 yard breast stroke and
16th in the 200 yard free;
Strong female performances
were also turned in from Sara
Godfrey (14th in the 100 yard
backstroke), Jill Foley (16th, 200
back) Becky Buecker (14th, 100
. breast) and ValeriE!ROgers(15th,
200 ;free). For the men, Steve
·Jones··headed·up a 12th place
finishinthe100butterllyaswell
as a 16th in the 200 IM, while
Tim Schiewe placed 15th in the
100 yard breaSt and Andy
Brossart captured 15th in the
100 butterfly.
·
Overall, said coach Madonis,
'1t was a.great meet; .we swam
very well. We're looking forward to getting through finals,
and then: into the next semester
and more meets." The Muskies'
next area meet is Jan. 23 at UC.

Rifle team
falls,.to···
' ~'

.. .

.

~

. ,

.

wvu
By Kipp Hanley

The Xavier Newswire

Dry Ridge Village Outlet Center. 1-75, Exit 159.
(606) 824-4700. MQn.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 11-6.

.MetamuciL . . . . . . .. -

Five-time national champion
West Virginia University
broughtthebestoutoftheXavier
rifleteam. ·
However, despite setting
personal bests in almost every
category, the Musketeers had to
settle for second behind the unbeaten and number one ranked
Mountaineers.
Freshman phenom Jason
Parker led the team in the
smallbore competition by
shooting a personal best, 399 in
. the prone position. Parker also
set a personal record in the air
rifle with an outstanding 382.
Wes Robinson and Kate
Kenyon fired personal bests in
the kneeling and total smallbore,
respectively.
Despite losing two straight
meetstotopcompetition,Coach
Joseph was proud of the way his
team performed last Saturday.
"We feel we did the best we
could against them," said Joseph. NextupfortheMusketeers
istheUniversityofKentuckyon
Jan.23.

111~
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An inexpensice travel idea

Ski resort youth hostels offer
home away from home atmosphere
By Pamela Leahigh

The Xavier Newswire

Ice Cube's latest smash, The Predator.

Wicked performance
melts Ice Cube's rap
By Sara Hayes

The Xavier Newswire

Boy Blue, Cinderella, and even
Mr. Roger's.
_
On other tracks, Cube leans

Hallelujah! There .is more
controversy coming. to Cindnnati! (Marge·sfiould'fove·thls
one.) Ice Cube is currently hitting the tops of the billboards
with his new album The Preda-

tor.
This album breaks from his
past albums and perfonnances,
especially in the first single of
the album "Wicked", which he
has described by saying, ''I just
wanted to get loose. I e~tertain,
too. I make records· and I can
bust. That song describes the
way I feel when I'm doing a
show and the crowd's going
crazy:
I . feel
wicked."
The
Predator differs ".. .'the way I
from Cube's release last year of feel when I'm

Death Certificate,
which he termed
more of a cqncept
al\nun '1 didn't

want to go with a
format on this
record. . I just
wanted to do the
tracks that I

doing a show and
the crowd's going
craiy: I feel
wicked."
-lee Cube

wanted to do."
The Predator does offers a
continuum from 1990's
AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted in
"Gan~'s Fairytale 2," a song

that metaphorically describes

life in South Central Los Angeles through the mythic images
of Uttle Red Riding Hood, Llttle

tain are less than a half-an-hour
away from the Trojan A YH.
Trojan is in Ludlow, close to the
Okemo Mountain Ski Area.
The hostels are set up in a
dormitory style with separate
male and female rooms. Each
has a common room where you
can mingle with the other
skiers. The kitchens are
"A few of the hostels do
fully stocked with food
and equipment and are
have curfews, which
self-serving. A few of the
may be a drawback,
hostels do have curfews,
buth many come with a
which may be a drawback,
but many come
few extras, like hot
with a few extras like hot
tubs..."
tubs and special functionsat night. The fee for
a night's stay is between
and resortnextdooroffersslopes $10-$15.
For mor:e information, you
can write to Tri-State Council,
P.O. Box 141015,Cincinnati,
Ohio-.45250-1015. They can be
reached by phone as well, 6511294.
They can send you a booklet
listing exact locations, prices,
ands availability of different
hostels. Many are known to fill
up during the ski season, soi tis
advised to get the information
and reservation as prior to ski
season as ssible.

Silver Mountain, famous for its
3.1 mile gondola (the longest in
the world), this hostel is ideal for
the expert skier.
For something more Wide_range, the Ches Perry A YH in
Cable, Wisconsin is a good selection. The Telemark Ski Area
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Still looking for that
perfect gift for your
roomate?
Diversions still has a
plethora of mini
movie posters for the
taking. Call or stop
by the Publications
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Diversions and
Universal
Pictures
will be giving
away 3Sfree
tickets to an
advanced
·screening
at The Showcase
Cincinnait on
December 10, at
7:3~ p.m.
· Tickets will be
given away on
Dec. 10 at S p.m.
in front of.
The University
Center.

. ~ .··

TAKE

l''L.

COME HOME·
FORTHE
HOLIDAYS
There's no place like home for
the holidays! But for those
who are not able to get home
let Arthur's be your retreat.
Your home away from home,
We're open regular hours
throughout the holiday season.
Special hours Thanksgiving Day
and Christmas Day: 6 p.m. · 2 a.m.

Closed all New Year's Day
to be with family.

'

XAVIER
HOME FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

HOLi DAY SALE

~~·75%

OFF

XAVIER UNIVERSITY

*SWEATSHIRTS *SWEATPANTS
*T-SHIRTS *JACKETS
*CHILDREN'S SWEATS
AND MUCH MORE!
COME IN EARLYFOR THE BE5T5ELECTION

The·:Boo·
Radleys
add a twist
By Dominic Sansalone

Contributing writer
The Boo Radleys aren't just
another of the many shoegazer
bands that seem to be popping
outoftheEuropeanscenelately.
The Boo Radleys add a new
twist. to· this already crowded
scene. With theiruseofacoustic
guitar, horns, loops; and
upfront lyrics, you get a new
feel for the music.

MUSIC REVIEW
This band, though, is very
derivative and obviously inspired· by their contemporaries
suchasLush,Ride,orMyBloody
Valentine. With songs like
''Memory Babe' you seem to .
melt into the '60s style of the
birds or on '.'Skyscraper" with
its melodic changes· and distorted guitar, you wonder· if
members of Sonic You th hadn't
joined the band.
.
I can credit this band with
enough originality toproduce
songs which sound different, a
quality not attributed to some
bands of this genre. However,
their music is held together by
the same style.
Of this ethereal genre, The
Boo Radleys are one of the best
and most outstanding. Their
lack of exposure in no way
shadows the talentsofthis band.

:Happy :Jfo{Ufays,
from the staffef
'Diversions
Crossword
puzzle answers
..
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Bar • Restaurant • Garden
3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square
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THE Crossword

by C.F. Murray

ACROSS
1 Overcharge
6 Confused
1o Police group
14 More robust
15 .Church section
16 Byway
17 Blood vessel:
pref.
18 Family group
19 Bard's river
20 Act recklessly
23 Homily: abbr.
24 - Jima
25 Audience
26 Follower of
spin or tap
27 Grief
32 Alaskan island
35 One: Ger.
38 Rigg or Ross
39 Act recklessly
42 One's school,
with 32 D
43 NY canal
44 Camera feature
45 Ark landing
47 Shipping
©1992 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved 12 Prolific
hazard
49 Modern: pref.
68 Looked over
writer?
51 Outwit
69. Tractor man
13 Ca re for
21
Amidst
to
52 Tank need
poets
55 Act recklessly
DOWN
22 Wearaway
61 Declare
1 Certain rugs
positively
26 Really great
2 Plrogue
62 "lmet3 Chill before a 28 Garand for
one
wlth ... "
fever
29 Extraordinary
63 Maine college
4 - Ericson
30 - even keel
town
5 Gain
64 City on the
31 Means' partner
6 Hermit
32 See42A
Truckee
7 Shopper's
33 Lacerate
65 Wori:tin an
delight
34 Solongin
Erle Gardner
8 Sllpby
Soho·
title
9 Virgil hero
36 Neilher's
66 Poe's bird
10 Insult
partner
67 Alan or Cheryl 11 Surfer's need
37 Added buckram

l

Q)Oi)

40
41
46
48
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

so

Tehran citizen
Spartan slave
Card holding
Shoe
"In the merry
month-"
Tree group
Ed of TV fame
Rock
Norse noble of
yore
Part of the eye
Darn
Goad
Let up
Dies -

STICKMAN

LUCK

ANDY PETH

THE BYBARKING
DOG
DARRYL KLUSKOWSKI

!
t

.
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"I never think of the Mure. H comes soon enough."-A/bert Einstein

1~11111s e~~~?E ~s1.se1s
Fortunes that didn't quite make the cut.

({;;))

'--~~~~~-'--~~~~'----'

H!Y, MOM! 1 Flt/AllY 6tll IHlff 5QIJ/KKEl TO
€Al 01/T OF MY HAffCll
.

You will soon die a very
slow and painful death.

off the? mark
• o._

.

;

by Mark Parisi

NOT BAD... ALL IT NffDS /5 A
LITTLE BIT OF GINGER ...

""'

Prepared properly, cat tastes
much !Ike chicken.

·
dl g behind you
The cook ls sta~ knnlfel RUUUNI
with a butcher s
·

.

. ..

,···:

ls~:at an eggroll In yo~r pock~
do you Just Ilka fortunes?
'

..

~=·-...-..··

$A'TOtt "foMtT Tlfe/ITrll:
A t?oRG',Y 'h1LE"d&° Re.Sf'

GODZILLA VISITS GILLIGAN'.5 ISLAND..

.

"IOU'RE UGLVf

·Excuses.
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• LAST DAY OF CLASS!
.
• Vent your pre-exam frustrations by pamdpating in Cincinnati's
newesttheatre. The MysteryCafeoffersMurderat Cafe Noir, a 1940s
murder mystery perfonnance. For more information, call 431MMMM.
• The Ass Ponys will be playing at Sudsys.
• Yot1 could g~t an early start on studying for exams. NOT!
• Robin Lacy and DeZydeco will play at Longworthsin mt.Adams.
• Corys will feature The Beaumonts.

12

• ~f~re w_inter hits fu.11 force here, console yourself with a hip to the
Cmannati Natural History Museum, where the film Antarctica will
be playing at The Omni Max Theatre.
• Also at Union Terminal, the Cincinnati Historical Society will
sponsor a 19th Century Christmas Weekend. Featured will be
crafts, puppet shows, holiday music and other children' sfestivities.
.
• Milhaus will·.~ playirig at Kilgores.

DECEMBER
9

• Commuter Information Center offers a Coffee Brake from 4:45 -6:45
p.m.
• Wednesday Night Jump Start DownUnder.
·
• Milhaus and the Empty Envelopes will be performing at Kilgores.
• The reggae band Identity will play at Ripleys in Clifton.
• Ditchweed will be playing at Sudsy's on short Vine in Clifton.
• O_ncinna ti's Playhouse in the Park con ti nu es its perfonnanc:e of Charles

Dicken'sAChristmasCarol. Alleveningshowsbeginat7p.m. Ticketsare

10

$19-$31.
• Spiderfoot will play at Sudsy Malones.
•Jim Diamond and TheGrooveSyndicatewill play at Local 1207 onlllain
Street downtown.
•. The Em;~mble Theatre of Cincinnati continues its production of
Cinderella, With a black comedy twist. Tonight there will be an 8 p.m.
performance with a $1450 ticket cost.
• SAC sponsors a movie at 7:30 p.m.

13

• Ora Del Nume, Mr. PW and Snowblind will be playing at
Sud sys.
·
• Fountain Squares Festival of Lights continues with horse-drawn
carriage rides and ice-skating.
,:.

14

•
•
•
•

15

12 More days til Christmas.
>-.
First day of Exa~s, as if the profs .let you forge~{
The 11th Hour Will play at Mt. Adams Pavillion:
· ··
Biliy Larkin will perform at Cafe Elite.

• 11 More days til Christmas, four more days til the end of exam
··
week.
• Soundmind will be playing at
Waterfront.

The

CLASSIFIEDS
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
Very spacious, washer and
dryer, off-street parking, walking distance to campus. 7513770 or621-7588. AvailableJan.

1.

2 BEDRQQM APARTMENT
Walk to campus, laundry, heat
paid. Available Jan. 1, 621.7588 or 751-3770.

INFERTILE. COUPLE ASKING THE HELP OF HEALTHY
FEMALES ACE 21;.30 FOR OONOR EGGS: IF YOU ARE
LIGHT TO DARK BLONDE, MEDIUM .BUILD, AVG. TO
TALL HEIGHT, HAVE REGULAR MENSTRUAL CYCLES
AND ARE FREE OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES,
PLEASE RESPOND. SEND NAME, ADDRESS, FERTIL11Y
···i
HISTORY TO:
IVF DIRECTOR
DEPT. SK
ELEANOR PLACE
CINONNATl, OHIO 45219

NOMINAL COMPENSATION GRANTED .
INFERTILE.COUPLE NEEDS )'OUR HELP
HEALTHY WOMEN AGES 21-35 ARE NEDED TO DONATE EGGS FOR
.
AN INFERTILE COUPLE.

SPRING BREAKERS !!
Promote our Florida. Spring
Break packages. Earn MONEY
and FREE trips. Organize
SMALL or LARGE groups. Call
Campus Marketing. 1-800-4235264.
STUDENTS - NEED MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?
Private 'scholarship sources
available. Money-back guarantee. Call 86().(J()68

ADYERTISMENT
.
Valuable information on green
card and workingconditionsfor
all F'.-1 students. Send $3.00 to
MH Inc. Box 225 Newport, Ky.
41072
.
.

-----..

ALL DONORS REMAIN ANONYMOUS. STRICT CONFIDENTIALITY.
.
GENEROUS COMPENSATION PROVIDED.

-f.,\EN /J,UlH TO \.1Gj!_
. l<tl-IEF, SHE REIA£ttiBEl<.e!>
-f..il»\ 0~J1<oe

THIS WOULD BE A PRICELESS GIFT FOR US • YOUR EFFORTS CAN
HELP US FINALLY HA VE A FAMILY.

-me RE">" oF

PLEASE WRITE:
DEPT. KA 2123 AUBURN AVE.
SUITE 044, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219
r'.".~~~,.,..,.,.,.,,,,,.,~~~~~

CHILDCARE -NORWOOD
Weekday mornings 3 a.m. -7:30
a.m. Must be flexible, reliable,
non-smoker with references.
Able to begin ASAP or after the
holiday break. Please call 3517390
.
.

_TYPING SERVICES
Resumes, Book Reports and Papers. 528-3991 .

________ __ _______

A subpeona.
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